
BOSC PENTHOUSE - For Sale
2 400 000€

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
+34 933 682 107 - info@chicroomproperties.com - www.chicroomproperties.com

4 Bedroom apartment in Diagonal Mar

ChicRoom Properties is  proud to present you this  exclusive 4 bedroom apartment in
Diagonal  Mar.  This  property  is  available  for  rent  and  for  sale.  This  stunning  duplex
penthouse is located in a new complex in Diagonal Mar and it is on the 16 and 17 floor.The
apartment  consists  of  1  double  en  suite  bedroom,  3  twin  bedrooms  which  can  be
transformed into doubles, all bedrooms have their own spacious closet, 3 bathrooms with
impeccable marble finishes and completed in neutral tones, a large and bright living room
with open fireplace, white leather sofa, coffee table, dining table, plasma TV, DVD player
and stereo, a nice kitchen fully equipped with all appliances that you need like fridge,
freezer, microwave, dish machine, washing machine, dryer, etc. If you prefer to dine out,
just step onto the private terrace equipped with dining table and chairs to enjoy an
afternoon or evening with your family or friends. The 4 bedroom apartment in Diagonal
Mar provides another separate roof terrace on the 17th floor which is accessible from the
penthouse.

There are 2 swimming pools including one children's shallow pool in the luxury complex
that  are open in summer.  There also are services such as changing area,  children's
playground,  and  24  hour  security.The  area  is  perfect  for  those  seeking  a  relaxed
Mediterranean place with the beach just on the doorstep and the Gothic quarter of the city
just a few steps away by direct subway line. The subway stop Selva de Mar is just 5
minutes  walk  from the  apartment.  The  neighbourhood offers  several  services,  amenities
and  infrastructures  like  large  shopping  centre  Diagonal  Mar,  retailers,  a  large
hypermarkets, communal parks and gardens, restaurants, the Port Olimpic district with
the Marina, the Casino, bars, etc.It is an excellent choice if you want to live close to the
city and near the beach.

This apartment is an opportunity to invest in one of Europe's most beautiful cities. 

Contact us today to visit this stunning 4 bedroom apartment in Diagonal Mar.

See more information about this property on our website.

LOCATION
Barcelona / Barcelona city /
Diagonal Mar / Illa del Bosc

PROPERTY TYPE
Apartment
4 bedrooms
3 bathrooms
Size: 175 m²( 1883,68 ft)²
Terrace

FEATURES
Sea views, City views, Terrace,
Parking, Elevator, Pool,
Furnished, Equipped kitchen, 24
hours security, Air conditioning,
Heating, Fireplace, Internet, TV
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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